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 CUSTOMS (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2017

 AN ACT to amend the Customs Act, 2015 (Act 891) to provide for a
zero-rate of duty payable on specific imported vehicular parts in
the First Schedule.

PASSED by Parliament and assented to by the President:

First Schedule to Act 891 amended
The First Schedule to the Customs Act, 2015 (Act 891) is amended
(a) in Chapter 40 of section VII by the substitution for the stated im-

port duty in the fifth column of 0% for the commodity  descrip-
tion in the third column in relation to the T.S.N in the second
column of:

T.S.N. Commodity Description                          Import Duty
   (2)                     (3)                                                          (5)

4010.39.00.00 Conveyor or transmission belts
or belting, of vulcanised rubber                           0%

4016.93.00.00 Gaskets, washers and other seals                         0%

4016.99.00.00 Other articles of vulcanised rubber
other than hard rubber                                             0%
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(b)   in Chapter 68 of section XIII by the substitution for the stated
import duty in the fifth column of 0% for the commodity descrip-
tion in the third column in relation to the T.S.N in th second
column of:

6813.81.00.00       Brake linings and pads                                             0%

6813.89.00.00       Friction material and articles thereof                      0%

(c)   in Chapter 70 of section XIII by the substitution for the stated
import duty in the fifth column of 0% for the commodity
description in the third column in relation to the T.S.N in the
second column of:

7007.11.00.00 Toughened (tempered) safety glass - of  size and         0%
shape suitable for incorporation in vehicles, aircraft,
spacecraft or vessels

7007.21.00.00 Laminated safety glass - of size and shape                   0%
for incorporation in vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft
or vessels

7009.10.90.00 Rear-view mirrors for vehicles - For other vehicles         0%

(d)   in Chapter 73 of section XV by the substitution for the stated
import duty in the fifth column of 0% for the commodity descrip-
tion in the third column in relation to the T.S.N in the second
column of:

7315.89.00.00       Other chain                                                             0%

7320.10.00.00       Leaf springs and leaves thereof                               0%

(e)    in Chapter 84 of section XVI by the substitution for the stated
import duty in the fifth column of 0% for the commodity descrip-
tion in the third column in relation to the T.S.N in the second
column of:
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8407.31.90.00 Other - Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary
internal combustion piston engines of a
cylinder capacity not exceeding 50 cc      0%

8407.32.90.00 Other - Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary
internal combustion piston engines of a
cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cc but not
exceeding 250 cc      0%

8407.33.00.00 Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal
combustion piston engines of a cylinder
capacity exceeding 250 cc but not exceeding
1,000 cc      0%

8407.34.00.00 Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal
combustion piston engines of a cylinder
capacity exceeding 1,000 cc      0%

8407.90.00.00 Other engines      0%

8408.20.00.00 Compression-ignition internal combustion
piston engines of a kind used for the
propulsion of vehicles of chapter 87      0%

8409.99.00.00 Other - Parts suitable for use solely or
principally with the engines of heading
84.07 or 84.08      0%

8413.30.00.00 Fuel, lubricating or cooling medium pumps
for internal combustion piston engines      0%

8413.60.00.00 Other rotary positive displacement pumps      0%

8414.90.90.00 Parts of fans      0%

8421.23.00.00 Oil or petrol filters for internal combustion engines      0%

8421.31.00.00 Intake air filters for internal combustion engines      0%

8482.80.00.00 Other, including combined ball/roller bearings      0%

8483.10.00.00 Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and
crank shafts) and cranks      0%

8483.30.00.00 Bearing housings, not incorporating ball or roller
bearings; plain shaft bearings      0%

8483.50.00.00 Flywheels and pulleys, including pulley blocks      0%

8483.60.00.00 Clutches and shaft couplings (including
universal joints)      0%

8484.10.00.00 Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting
combined with other material or of two or more
layers of metal      0%


